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Abstract
Web Usage Mining (WUM) is the automatic discovering of hidden information
of user access pattern from the web log data. Frequent pattern discovery is one of
the main techniques in WUM that can be used to implement recommender systems,
forecast user`s navigational behaviour, and personalize web sites. Many algorithms
have been suggested on obtaining frequent user navigation patterns. This paper
presents PD-FARM (Pattern Discovery based on Fuzzy Association Rule Mining)
algorithm to extract the web usage patterns, based on Fuzzy Association Rule
Mining (FARM). Fuzzy Frequent Pattern-Growth (FFP-Growth) algorithm is used
to FARM. Finally, an illustrated example is given for a complete description of the
proposed algorithm.
Keywords: Web usage mining, Pattern discovery, Navigational pattern, Fuzzy FP-Growth
algorithm

1. Introduction
Web mining is extracting valuable knowledge from Web data that can be broadly
defined as the discovery and analysis of useful information from the World Wide Web
[1]. In [2,3,4] web mining is divided into three distinct domains: Web content mining,
Web structure mining and Web usage mining. Web content mining involves efficient
extracting knowledge from the content of documents from a large number of Web sites
and databases. Web structure mining is the process of gathering knowledge from the
web pages organization and studying the Web pages schema of a collection of hyperlinks. Web usage mining, also known as Web Log Mining, involves the analysis and
discovery of user’s interesting patterns from web browsing data that are stored in web
server logs, proxy server logs or browser logs. It focuses on the techniques that could
predict user`s navigational behavior. In [5], there are three main tasks for performing
Web Usage Mining: Preprocessing, Pattern Discovery, and Pattern Analysis. Many
papers focus on describing Pattern Discovery phase and the techniques of this phase.
One of these techniques is association rule mining. In the past, many algorithms for
extracting association rules from users` interactions were proposed such as Apriori
algorithm and Frequent Pattern-tree (FP-tree) [6,7].
In this paper, a novel algorithm called PD-FARM is proposed for FP-tree mining
process. This algorithm uses fuzzy FP-tree to find fuzzy association rules and obtain
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desired access patterns from a database that contains users' sessions. A fuzzy FP-tree is
a data structure keeping frequent fuzzy regions.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section motivation of
this research is expressed. An overview over the related works is given in section 3. The
proposed algorithm is described in section 4. An example to illustrate the proposed
algorithm is given in section 5. Finally the conclusion of the work is presented in
section 6.
2. Motivation of the research
Pattern discovery is an important phase in web usage mining which extracts the
user’s behavioral patterns from the formatted data. If this phase generates more
interested patterns, the next phase (i.e. Pattern Analysis) will be more efficient. Web
personalization, generating recommendation in recommender systems for active user
and improving structure of the web sites are heavily depended on the extracted and
analyzed patterns. By applying fuzzy partitioning method on the user`s sessions and
extracting fuzzy association rules, the degree of user’s interest visited pages will be
calculated more accurately. Consequently, the patterns which are discovered by using
this method would be more interesting.
3. Related Works
Etzioni [8] proposed a new concept in 1996 that was called "Web mining". He used
data mining techniques to automatic discovery and extract information from abundant
data on the World Wide Web. Web Usage Mining (WUM) was first proposed by Chen
et al. [9,10], Mannila and Toivonen [11], and Yan et al. [12]. Baraglia and Palmerini
presented a WUM system called SUGGEST which optimizes the web server
performance by providing useful information. This system provides an objective
behavior for user navigation. Jianhan Zhu et al., [13] used the Markov chains to model
user`s navigational behavior. They proposed a method for building a Markov model of a
web site based on previous users` behavior. Then the Markov model was used to make
link predictions that help new users to navigate the web site. Jalali et al., [14] presented
a system for extracting user`s navigational behavior using a graph partitioning model.
An undirected graph based on connectivity between each pair of web pages was
considered and also proposed a new formula for allocating weights to edges of the
graph.
In [15] the prediction of user`s navigation patterns, using clustering and classification
from web log data is proposed. First phase of this method focuses on separating the
users in web log data, and in the second phase clustering process is used to group the
users with similar preferences and in the third phase the results of classification and
clustering are used to predict the users` next requests. Emine Tug et al., [16] found
sequential accesses from web log files, using Genetic Algorithm (GA) that was called
Automatic Log Mining via Genetic (ALMG). In their work, GA based on evolutionary
approach for pattern extraction was used to found the best solutions for time consuming
problem to discover sequential accesses from web log data.
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4. Proposed Algorithm: PD-FARM
In this section, PD-FARM algorithm is presented for Pattern Discovery (PD) based
on Fuzzy Association Rules Mining (FARM). This method uses Frequent PatternGrowth (FP-Growth) algorithm.Before that, general concepts of the proposed algorithm
are described.
The new concept of Frequent Pattern-tree (FP-tree) structure and FP-growth
algorithm were proposed by Han et al. [17] for the efficient mining association rules
which do not require candidate generations. The mining algorithm consisted of two
phases. The first phase focused on constructing the FP-tree from a database, and the
second phase focused on deriving frequent patterns from the FP-tree.
In this paper, fuzzy FP-tree mining algorithm finds fuzzy association rules from
quantitative transaction data. The fuzzy FP-tree construction algorithm is designed to
generate the tree structure for frequent fuzzy regions (terms). It first transforms the
quantitative values of attributes in transactions into linguistic terms. For each term, only
the linguistic term with the maximum cardinality is used. The frequent fuzzy items
represented by linguistic terms, are then derived from the fuzzy FP-tree. However,
while extending the crisp FP tree to the fuzzy one, the processing one becomes much
more complex than the original, because fuzzy intersection in each transaction has to be
handled. The paper utilizes fuzzy partition method using CURE clustering algorithm [6]
in which each user`s session was treated as a linguistic variable that is a suitable number
to partition. Next, applies FP-Growth in the first scan to find out regions with maximum
count for each visited page. In second scan, a FFP-tree is established. Further, condition
pattern base and conditional FFP-tree are established, respectively. Finally, it uses a
recursive method to extract all fuzzy association rules according to min FC. You can
find PD-FARM`s details as follows:
PD-FARM Algorithm:
Input:
• A data base of n users sessions;
• Predefined minimum fuzzy support (min FS) for extracting fuzzy association rules;
• Predefined minimum fuzzy confidence (min FC) for extracting fuzzy association rules;
• A membership function for each linguistic value θ;

Output:

• A set of fuzzy association rules.

Steps of Algorithm:

Step 1: First, apply fuzzy par on method to par on items into linguis c values.
Step 2: A er par oning, sum the scalar cardinali es of every fuzzy region as the count value.
Step 3: Select a region with maximum count value from fuzzy regions of each item.
Step 4: In the ﬁrst scan, if Maximum Count Value ≥ (min FS × n) then insert this value in the
Header table.
Step 5: Sort the items of the Header table.
Step 6: According to the sorted Header table, bui ld a new fuzzy set of transaction table.
Step 7: In second scan, establish a Fuzzy FP-tree based on the new table.
Step 8: Star ng from the last item of the Header table, create a condi onal FFP -tree for each
node of FFP-tree of conditional pattern base. Next, repeat FFP-tree process mining, and
mine frequent pattern of conditional FFP-tree. Finally, if the conditional FFP-tree is
contained one path, it will list all patterns.
Step 9: Using the following substeps, mine fuzzy associa on rules:
Substep 9.1: List all frequent itemsets.
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Substep 9.2: Calculate the supports and conﬁdences for all frequent itemsets.
Substep 9.3: For each frequent itemset if (support ≥ min FS && confidence ≥ min FC) then it
should be accepted as a fuzzy association rule.

5. Illustrative Example
In this section, an example is given to illustrate how to extract navigation patterns
from a database of users` sessions. This database shown in Table 1 that consists of ten
users` sessions and six web pages denoted P1, P2, P3, P4, P5 and P6. Each item is
represented by a tuple (page name: visit time). The membership function used in this
example is drawn in Fig. 1. In this example, values are represented by four fuzzy
regions: Short, Middle, Long and Too Long. Thus, four fuzzy membership values are
produced for each page in a session according to the predefined membership function.
Here, assume that the predefined min FS and min FC are 0.20 and 0.60, respectively.
By adopting membership function of Fig. 1, we only proceed with explanation and
produce the result. The algorithm can be described as follows:
Step 1: Membership function in Fig. 1 of fuzzy partition method is applied which
item attributes proceeded with partition, and the results of fuzzy set are gotten after
partition. Take page P1 in session 1 as an example. The value ‘‘83” of P1 is converted
into the fuzzy set P1 (0.59, 0.41, 0, 0). This step is repeated for the other pages, and the
results are shown in Table 2.
Step 2: The scalar cardinality of each fuzzy region in the session is calculated as the
count value. Take the fuzzy region P1.Short as an example. Its scalar cardinality is
(0.59+0.71+0.67+0.4+0.53+0.57+0.31) = 3.78. This step is repeated for the other
regions, and the results are shown in Table 3 where the notation page.term is called a
fuzzy region.
Step 3: The fuzzy region with the maximum count value among the four possible
regions for each page is found. Take page P1 as an example. Its count is 3.78 for Short,
3.23 for Middle, 0.0 for Long and 0.0 for Too Long. Since the count for Short is the
maximum among the four counts, the region Short is thus used to represent page P1 in
the later mining process. This step is repeated for the other pages. Thus, region Middle
is chosen for P2, P3, and P4, and region Long is chosen for P5 and P6. Note that Region
Too Long has been selected for no page.
Table 1. The ten sessions used in the example
Session ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Page Access Sequence
(P1: 83), (P3: 355), (P4: 191), (P6: 378)
(P2: 207), (P3: 267), (P4: 455), (P5: 407), (P6: 411)
(P1: 59), (P2: 181), (P5: 233), (P6: 256)
(P1: 67), (P2: 391), (P3: 271), (P4: 241), (P5: 291), (P6: 501)
(P2: 173), (P5: 302), (P6: 598)
(P1: 120), (P3: 107), (P4: 219), (P5: 391)
(P2: 132), (P3: 62), (P4: 141), (P5: 358), (P6: 311)
(P1: 95), (P2: 283), (P3: 211), (P6: 279)
(P1: 87), (P3: 93), (P4: 257), (P6: 351)
(P1: 139), (P2: 98), (P3: 148), (P5: 183), (P6: 393)
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ShortMiddleLong Too long

Time
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Figure 1. The membership function used in the example

Table 2. The fuzzy sets after partition: Pi (Short ,Middle ,Long ,Too Long)
SID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Page Access Sequence
P1 (0.59,0.41,0,0), P3 (0,0.23,0.77,0), P4 (0.05,0.95,0,0), P6 (0,0.11,0.89,0)
P2 (0,0.96,0.04,0), P3 (0,0.66,0.34,0), P4 (0,0,0.72,0.28), P5 (0,0,0.96,0.04),
P6 (0,0,0.94,0.06)
P1 (0.71,0.29,0,0), P2 (0.09,0.91,0,0), P5 (0,0.83,0.17,0), P6 (0,0.72,0.28,0)
P1 (0.67,0.33,0,0), P2 (0,0.05,0.95,0), P3 (0,0.65,0.35,0), P4 (0,0.79,0.21,0),
P5 (0,0.54,0.46,0), P6 (0,0,0.5,0.5)
P2 (0.14,0.86,0,0), P5 (0,0.5,0.5,0), P6 (0,0,0.01,0.99)
P1 (0.4,0.6,0,0), P3 (0.47,0.53,0,0), P4 (0,0.91,0.09,0), P5 (0,0.05,0.95,0)
P2 (0.34,0.66,0,0), P3 (0.7,0.3,0,0), P4 (0.3,0.7,0,0), P5 (0,0.21,0.79,0),
P6 (0,0.45,0.55,0)
P1 (0.53,0.47,0,0), P2 (0,0.58,0.42,0), P3 (0,0.94,0.06,0), P6 (0,0.61,0.39,0)
P1 (0.57,0.43,0,0), P3 (0.54,0.46,0,0,), P4 (0,0.72,0.28,0), P6 (0,0.25,0.75,0)
P1 (0.31,0.69,0,0), P2 (0.51,0.49,0,0), P3 (0.26,0.74,0,0), P5 (0.08,0.92,0,0),
P6 (0,0.04,0.96,0)

Step 4: The maximum count value of any region is checked against the predefined
min FS. In this example, min FS is 20%. Since the count values of P1.Short, P2.Mid,
P3.Mid, P4.Mid, P5.Long and P6.Long are larger than 10 × 20% = 2, these fuzzy regions
are put in the Header table shown in Fig. 2.
Step 5: The frequent fuzzy regions of the pages in Header table are sorted in the
descending order of their counts which will be used to construct the fuzzy FP- tree later.
Step 6: According to the Header table, fuzzy set of the transaction table is rebuild
from Table 2. For example, the new fuzzy set of session 1 is: P6.Long:0.89,
P3.Mid:0.23, P4.Mid:0.95, P1.Short:0.59.
Step 7: In the second process of scan, a fuzzy FP-tree is established, shown as Fig. 2.
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Step 8: The pages of Header table are mined sequence in descending order, and a
conditional FFP-tree (Part of the tree that contains the path leading to the examined
node) is established for each node of Header table.
Table 3. The counts of fuzzy regions
Page
P1.Short
P1.Middle
P1.Long
P1.Too Long
P2.Short
P2.Middle
P2.Long
P2.Too Long

Count
3.78
3.23
0.0
0.0
1.09
4.51
1.41
0.0

Page
P3.Short
P3.Middle
P3.Long
P3.Too Long
P4.Short
P4.Middle
P4.Long
P4.Too Long

Count
1.96
4.52
1.5
0.0
0.34
4.07
1.31
0.27

Page
P5.Short
P5.Middle
P5.Long
P5.Too Long
P6.Short
P6.Middle
P6.Long
P6.Too Long

Count
0.09
3.04
3.84
0.04
0.0
2.16
5.29
1.55

Root

Page
P6.Long
P3.Middle
P2.Middle
P4.Middle
P5.Long
P1.Short

Head of
node-link
5.29
4.52
4.51
4.07
3.84
3.77

P6.Long:5.29

P3.Mid:0.55

P2.Mid:1.77

P3.Mid:3.99

P4.Mid:0.91

P2.Mid:3.15

P4.Mid:1.67

P5.Long:0.68
P4.Mid:1.5

P5.Long:0.92

P1.Short:0.53

P1.Short:1.16

P1.Short:0.71
P5.Long:2.21

P5.Long:0

P1.Short:0.4

P1.Short:0.31

P1.Short:0.67

Fig. 2. The fuzzy FP tree constructed in the example

Next, the mining of FFP-tree is repeated which is led to include a frequent pattern of
conditional FFP-tree. Finally, if the conditional FFP-tree is contained one particular
path, all patterns are listed. According to this step, conditional patternsare shown in
Table 4.
Step 9: The substeps are used to discover fuzzy association rules as bellow:
Substeps 9.1 and 9.2: All frequent itemsets are listed with their confidences.
P5.Long → P6.Long (support = 0.25, confidence = 0.65)
P5.Long → P3.Middle (support = 0.24, confidence = 0.63)
P5.Long → P2.Middle (support = 0.27, confidence = 0.70)
P1.Short → P6.Long (support = 0.20, confidence = 0.53)
P4.Middle → P6.Long (support = 0.22, confidence = 0.54)
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P2.Middle → P6.Long (support = 0.25, confidence = 0.55)
P2.Middle → P3.Middle (support = 0.21, confidence = 0.45)
P3.Middle → P6.Long (support = 0.28, confidence = 0.62)
Table 4. Conditional pattern base
Conditional patterns
P1.Short
P5.Long
P4.Mid
P2.Mid
P3.Mid
P6.Long
P6.Long, P1.Low
P6.Long,P5.Long
P3.Mid,P5.Long
P2.Mid,P5.Long
P3.Mid,P4.Mid
P6.Long,P2.Mid

Fuzzy values
3.77
3.84
4.07
4.51
4.52
5.3
3.36
3.8
3.125
3.84
4.1
4.5

Conditional patterns
P6.Long,P3.Mid
P4.Mid,P5.Long
P3.Mid,P1.Low
P6.Long,P4.Mid
P3.Mid,P2.Mid
P6.Long,P2.Mid,P5.Long
P6.Long,P3.Mid,P5.Long
P3.Mid,P2.Mid,P5.Long
P3.Mid,P4.Mid,P5.Long
P6.Long,P3.Mid,P4.Mid
P6.Long,P3.Mid,P2.Mid
P6.Long,P3.Mid,P2.Mid,P5.Long

Fuzzy values
3.99
2.21
3.06
3.17
3.15
3.84
3.13
3.13
2.21
3.17
3.15
3.13

Substep 9.3: Since min FS = 0.20 and min FC = 0.60 and concerning the given
sessions, the three rules can then serve as meta-knowledge:
{P5.Long → P6.Long},
{P5.Long → P3.Middle},
{P5.Long → P2.Middle},
{P3.Middle → P6.Long}.
In order to clarify the proposed approach, consider P5.Long → P6.Long rule as an
example. Its confidence is 0.65. If the access time for page P5 is long, then duration on
the page P6 is long. The rule reflects not only the association between web page P5 and
page P6, but also it reflects their dependency from browsing duration point of view.
6. Conclusion
As the rapid growth of data on the web, discovery and analysis of useful information
from the web have become increasingly important tasks. In this paper, the fuzzy FP-tree
construction algorithm was proposed for mining frequent fuzzy item sets from the
users` sessions and then finding fuzzy association rules by using the fuzzy partition
method and FP-growth algorithm. Whether a web page is visited or not and visit time of
the page are considered as the two important factors to show users’ interest. Thus, fuzzy
association rule mining not only reflects the relationship between web pages, but also
relates to the time duration on these web pages. The fuzzy FP-tree structure is used to
handle the page visit time efficiently and effectively for a deeper understanding of user
navigational behavior.
When extending the FP-tree to handle fuzzy data, the processing becomes much
more complex than the original. However the features of the proposed algorithm prove
that this method does not need to generate candidate item sets and improves the
efficiency of repetitious database scanning in Apriori algorithm. As the direction of
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future works in this research area, this algorithm needs to be improved from storage
space point of view.
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